Regarding validity of one sitting Degree from the recognized Universities.

Sir/Madam,

A number of representations/complaints were received from various persons/students regarding recognition of one sitting degree by the Universities for the purposes of Higher Studies and employment. As already intimated by the U.G.C. vide its letter of even no. dated 12-7-97 that the candidates who have completed their B.A. under one sitting during the year 1998-99 may be treated as valid. The degree of the candidates declared valid may be treated at par with other degrees of the Universities for all purposes including admissions to Higher degrees and employment. Any University evading this decision would be viewed seriously by the Commission.

This is for your information and necessary action.

Yours sincerely,

(R.P. Gangurde)
The Registrar

[Signature]

Sub:- Regarding Validity of M.A./M.Sc./M.Com. degree (One Sitting).

Sir,

I am to inform you that the commission has considered the request and representations received from several candidates regarding the validity of M.A./M.Sc./M.Com. Degree (One sitting) and decided that no university may be allowed to enrol candidates for one sitting M.A., M.Sc., M.Com. from the academic year beginning in 1998 onwards and the students already registered may be allowed to complete their course by 30th June, 1999, and the degree awarded to these candidates up to that period may be treated as valid.
The Registrar,
All State, Central, Deemed & Medical Agriculture Universities.

Subject: Regarding validity of M.A./M.Sc./M.Com. degree (one sitting).

I am to invite your attention to this office letter of even number dated 1st January, 1998 and to inform you that the Commission re-iterates its decision as follows:

"The Commission has considered the request and representations received from several candidates regarding the validity of M.A./M.Sc./M.Com. Degree (one sitting) and decided that no university may be allowed to enrol candidates for one sitting. M.A./M.Sc./M.Com. from the academic year beginning in 1998 onwards and the students already registered may be allowed to complete their course by 30th June, 1999, and the degree awarded to these candidates up to that period may be treated as valid.

Yours faithfully,

(Dr. R.P. Gangurde)
ADDfITIONAL SECRETARY